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Barron's Let's Review Regents: U.S. History and
Government 2020 gives students the step-by-step
review and practice they need to prepare for the
Regents exam. This updated edition is an ideal
companion to high school textbooks and covers all
U.S. History and Government topics prescribed by
the New York State Board of Regents. You’ll get an
overview of American history in its totality, starting
with the Colonial era and concluding with recent
significant events. All Regents test dates for 2020
have been canceled. Currently the State Education
Department of New York has released tentative test
dates for the 2021 Regents. The dates are set for
January 26-29, 2021, June 15-25, 2021, and August
12-13th. This edition includes: The latest New York
State Regents U.S. History and Government Exam
Summaries of key topics with maps, charts, and
illustrations Review exercises consisting of questions
with answers A detailed chronology of major events
in American history Thumbnail biographies of
notable Americans A glossary of history terms and
an extensive index Looking for additional practice
and review? Check out Barron’s Regents U.S.
History and Government Power Pack 2020 twovolume set, which includes Regents Exams and
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Answers: U.S. History and Government 2020 in
addition to Let’s Review U.S. History and
Government.
Terrorism. Why does this word grab our attention
so? Propaganda machines have adopted modern
technology as a means to always have their content
available. Regardless of the hour or time zone,
information is being shared by somebody,
somewhere. Social media is a game changer
influencing the way in which terror groups are
changing their tactics and also how their acts of
terror are perceived by the members of the public
they intend to influence. This book explores how
social media adoption by terrorists interacts with
privacy law, freedom of expression, data protection
and surveillance legislation through an exploration of
the fascinating primary resources themselves,
covering everything from the Snowden Leaks, the
rise of ISIS to Charlie Hebdo. The book also covers
lesser worn paths such as the travel guide that
proudly boasts that you can get Bounty and Twix
bars mid-conflict, and the best local hair salons for
jihadi brides. These vignettes, amongst the many
others explored in this volume bring to life the legal,
policy and ethical debates considered in this volume,
representing an important part in the development of
understanding terrorist narratives on social media,
by framing the legislative debate. This book
represents an invaluable guide for lawyers,
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government bodies, the defence services,
academics, students and businesses.
This hugely influential work marked a turning point in
US history and culture, arguing that the nation’s
expansion into the Great West was directly linked to
its unique spirit: a rugged individualism forged at the
juncture between civilization and wilderness, which –
for better or worse – lies at the heart of American
identity today. Throughout history, some books have
changed the world. They have transformed the way
we see ourselves – and each other. They have
inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They
have enlightened, outraged, provoked and
comforted. They have enriched lives – and destroyed
them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the
great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries
whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us
who we are.
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital
future, the first detailed examination of the
unprecedented form of power called "surveillance
capitalism," and the quest by powerful corporations
to predict and control our behavior. In this
masterwork of original thinking and research,
Shoshana Zuboff provides startling insights into the
phenomenon that she has named surveillance
capitalism. The stakes could not be higher: a global
architecture of behavior modification threatens
human nature in the twenty-first century just as
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industrial capitalism disfigured the natural world in
the twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the
consequences as surveillance capitalism advances
from Silicon Valley into every economic sector. Vast
wealth and power are accumulated in ominous new
"behavioral futures markets," where predictions
about our behavior are bought and sold, and the
production of goods and services is subordinated to
a new "means of behavioral modification." The threat
has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a
ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other"
operating in the interests of surveillance capital.
Here is the crucible of an unprecedented form of
power marked by extreme concentrations of
knowledge and free from democratic oversight.
Zuboff's comprehensive and moving analysis lays
bare the threats to twenty-first century society: a
controlled "hive" of total connection that seduces
with promises of total certainty for maximum profit -at the expense of democracy, freedom, and our
human future. With little resistance from law or
society, surveillance capitalism is on the verge of
dominating the social order and shaping the digital
future -- if we let it.
Through 18 chapters, this book draws on policy
lessons from successful countries that have
managed to overcome political economy constraints
and reach upper-middle-income emerging market
economy status to examine how Senegal can
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achieve per capita growth rates of four to five
percent per year over a 20-year period, as well as
lessons for other low-income countries. Contributors
working in academia, civil society, and government
in Senegal, as well as at the World Bank, in peer
countries like Mauritius, Morocco, and Seychelles,
and the International Monetary Fund, address
creating a sound, balanced, and efficient fiscal
framework through new revenue-raising measures,
expenditure rationalization, and more efficient public
investment; promoting an inclusive and deeper
financial sector; relieving constraints on doing
business and promoting private investment,
including foreign direct investment; and achieving
high, sustained, and inclusive growth. They discuss
Senegal's macroeconomic environment and what it
means to be an upper-middle-income emerging
market economy, including the country's industrial
framework, the Plan Senegal emergent growth
targets, and dimensions of inclusive growth; revenue
mobilization, public expenditure efficiency and
rationalization, and debt sustainability; ways to make
Senegal's financial system more stable, deeper, and
more inclusive in the context of the West African
Economic and Monetary Union; aspects of structural
reform in the country and ways to implement reforms
to achieve growth; and social inclusion and
protection in Senegal.
This is a comprehensive study of reparation
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programmes, containing a blend of case-study
analysis, thematic papers and national legislation
documents from leading scholars and practitioners.
Is animal labour inherently oppressive, or can work
be a source of meaning, solidarity, and social
membership for animals? This challenging question
drives this thought-provoking collection which
explores the possibilities and complexities of animal
labour as a site for interspecies justice.The book
assembles an international and interdisciplinary
group of scholars who carefully grapple with the
many facets, implications, and entanglements of
animal labour, and who, crucially, place animals at
the heart of their analyses. Can animals engage in
good work and have humane jobs? What kindsof
labour rights are appropriate for animal workers?
Can animals consent to work? Would recognizing
animals as workers improve their legal and political
status, or simply reinforce the perception that they
are beasts of burden? Can a focus on labour help to
create or deepen bonds between animaladvocates
and other social justice movements? While the
authors present a range of views on these questions,
their contributions make clear that labour must be
taken seriously by everyone interested in more just
and ethical multispecies futures.
The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Technology
gives readers a view into this increasingly vital and
urgently needed domain of philosophical
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understanding, offering an in-depth collection of
leading and emerging voices in the philosophy of
technology. The thirty-two contributions in this
volume cut across and connect diverse philosophical
traditions and methodologies. They reveal the oftenneglected importance of technology for virtually
every subfield of philosophy, including ethics,
epistemology, philosophy of science, metaphysics,
aesthetics, philosophy of language, and political
theory. The Handbook also gives readers a new
sense of what philosophy looks like when fully
engaged with the disciplines and domains of
knowledge that continue to transform the material
and practical features and affordances of our world,
including engineering, arts and design, computing,
and the physical and social sciences. The chapters
reveal enduring conceptual themes concerning
technology's role in the shaping of human
knowledge, identity, power, values, and freedom,
while bringing a philosophical lens to the profound
transformations of our existence brought by
innovations ranging from biotechnology and nuclear
engineering to artificial intelligence, virtual reality,
and robotics. This new collection challenges the
reader with provocative and original insights on the
history, concepts, problems, and questions to be
brought to bear upon humanity's complex and
evolving relationship to technology.
Missing for two hundred millennia, the legendary Iconians
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have returned, bringing with them the secret of
interdimensional teleportation across vast interstellar
distances. Awakened once more, their ancient Gateways are
rewriting the map of the galaxy, and nowhere more than in
the New Frontier®.... A century ago, the imperial Thallonians
separated two feuding alien races, depositing each of them
on a new world safely distant from that of their ancestral
enemies. Now, however, the Gateways have made it possible
for the long dormant blood feud to begin anew. Captain
Mackenzie Calhoun of the U.S.S. Excalibur and his partner,
Captain Elizabeth Shelby of the U.S.S. Trident, find
themselves fighting a losing battle to keep the horrific
violence from escalating, even as they gradually realize the
catastrophic danger posed by the Gateways themselves!
Collected in one illuminating volume, the writings and
speeches of John F. Kennedy reveal the man and president
who inspired a generation. Here are the words that propelled
a nation and moved the world, offering an important portrayal
of the 35th president's entire career. Photographs throughout.
Advanced Bioprocessing for Alternative Fuels, Bio-based
Chemicals, and Bioproducts: Technologies and Approaches
for Scale-Up and Commercialization demonstrates novel
systems that apply advanced bioprocessing technologies to
produce biofuels, bio-based chemicals, and value-added
bioproducts from renewable sources. The book presents the
use of novel oleaginous microorganisms and utilization
strategies for applications of advanced bioprocessing
technology in biofuels production and thoroughly depicts the
technological breakthroughs of value added bioproducts. It
also aides in the design, evaluation and production of biofuels
by describing metabolic engineering and genetic manipulation
of biofuels feedstocks. Users will find a thorough overview of
the most recent discoveries in biofuels research and the
inherent challenges associated with scale up. Emphasis is
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placed on technological milestones and breakthroughs in
applications of new bioprocessing technologies for biofuels
production. Its essential information can be used to
understand how to incorporate advanced bioprocessing
technologies into the scaling up of laboratory technologies to
industrial applications while complying with biofuels policies
and regulations. Presents the use of novel oleaginous
microorganisms and utilization strategies for the applications
of advanced technologies in biofuels production Provides a
basis for technology assessments, progress and advances,
as well as the challenges associated with biofuels at industrial
scale Describes, in detail, technologies for metabolic
engineering and genetic manipulation of biofuels feedstocks,
thus aiding in the design, evaluation and production of
advanced biofuels
Artificial Intelligence is here, today. How can society make the
best use of it? Until recently, "artificial intelligence" sounded
like something out of science fiction. But the technology of
artificial intelligence, AI, is becoming increasingly common,
from self-driving cars to e-commerce algorithms that seem to
know what you want to buy before you do. Throughout the
economy and many aspects of daily life, artificial intelligence
has become the transformative technology of our time.
Despite its current and potential benefits, AI is little
understood by the larger public and widely feared. The rapid
growth of artificial intelligence has given rise to concerns that
hidden technology will create a dystopian world of increased
income inequality, a total lack of privacy, and perhaps a
broad threat to humanity itself. In their compelling and
readable book, two experts at Brookings discuss both the
opportunities and risks posed by artificial intelligence--and
how near-term policy decisions could determine whether the
technology leads to utopia or dystopia. Drawing on in-depth
studies of major uses of AI, the authors detail how the
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technology actually works. They outline a policy and
governance blueprint for gaining the benefits of artificial
intelligence while minimizing its potential downsides. The
book offers major recommendations for actions that
governments, businesses, and individuals can take to
promote trustworthy and responsible artificial intelligence.
Their recommendations include: creation of ethical principles,
strengthening government oversight, defining corporate
culpability, establishment of advisory boards at federal
agencies, using third-party audits to reduce biases inherent in
algorithms, tightening personal privacy requirements, using
insurance to mitigate exposure to AI risks, broadening
decision-making about AI uses and procedures, penalizing
malicious uses of new technologies, and taking pro-active
steps to address how artificial intelligence affects the
workforce. Turning Point is essential reading for anyone
concerned about how artificial intelligence works and what
can be done to ensure its benefits outweigh its harm.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author and Food Network
favorite The Pioneer Woman cooks up exciting new favorites
from her life on the ranch in this glorious full-color cookbook
that showcases home cooking at its most delicious (and most
fun!). Welcome to Ree’s new frontier! Much has happened
on Drummond Ranch over the last couple of years: The kids
are growing up, another left for college, Ree’s business has
expanded, and her cooking has evolved. While she still
cherishes her trademark family-friendly style of food, Ree’s
been cooking up some incredible new dishes that reflect the
flavors, colors, and texture she’s craving these days. The
Pioneer Woman Cooks: The New Frontier features 120 brand
new step-by-step recipes that inject fresh, exciting elements
into Ree’s beloved comfort foods. From super-scrumptious
breakfasts, to tasty soups and sandwiches, to doable and
delicious suppers and sides—and, of course, a collection of
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irresistible sweets you’ll want to make immediately!—home
cooks everywhere will discover an extensive list of mustmake dishes the whole family will love. A wife, mother, and
successful entrepreneur with a thriving business and popular
social media presence, Ree knows exactly what it means to
juggle life’s numerous demands simultaneously. Because the
day-to-day can get pretty busy, she’s created diverse and
delectable recipes to make breakfast, lunch, and dinner a
little simpler by including solutions using a sheet pan, an
Instant Pot, and a slow cooker, as well as her much-loved
cast iron skillet and Dutch oven. And to reflect her own
occasional adventures in carb cutting, Ree shares 50 of the
most luscious “lower”-carb recipes you’ll ever taste,
designed to mix in with hearty recipes her longtime fans have
come to love. In The Pioneer Woman Cooks: The New
Frontier you can explore an amazing and eclectic mix of
traditional and new including: Portobello Bun Burgers
(revolutionary) Instant Pot Pumpkin Spice Oatmeal (tastes
just like fall!) Cheesy Lasagna Soup (so family friendly) Fried
Red Tomato Sandwich (delicious, with pesto mayo and whole
basil leaves) ”Everything” Parmesan Crisps (an irresistible
low-carb snack) Zucchini Caprese Sliders (a pretty and tasty
low-carb delight) Blueberry Ricotta Crostini (gorgeous party
food!) Teriyaki Shrimp and Pineapple Parcels (the NEW way
to stir fry) Mean Green Mac & Cheese (mac & cheese +
veggies = score!) Ranch Pork Chop Sheet Pan Supper (kids
will love to make it) Cauliflower Fried Rice (a guilt-free version
of your favorite takeout dish) Ice Cream Bonbons (smaller
bites, to satisfy quick cravings) 11-Carton Cake (uses a
carton of yogurt, then the carton measures everything else!)
Caramel Apple Quesadillas (beyond belief) Ree mixes
dazzling new dishes with plenty of kitchen and organizational
tips, plus advice to help you optimize your time and space in
the kitchen so that you can enjoy time with your family! Filled
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with sensational food that is both sophisticated and downhome (and oh-so-easy to make and bake), The Pioneer
Woman Cooks: The New Frontier offers a whole new world of
”scrumptious” for you to explore!
A study of two small villages located on the high alpine rim of
northern Italy, one German speaking, the other a Romance
-speaking village.
Frontier Follies has descriptive copy which is not yet available
from the Publisher.
Science, the Endless FrontierA Report to the President

This is a book about Courage and Patriotism. It tells
the dramatic stories of a number of American
politicians of various political and regional
allegiances whose one overriding loyalty was to the
United States and to the right as God gave them to
see it. They range from born aristocrats to self-made
men. Some are well-known, some almost forgotten.
But all of them, in the face of dreadful
consequences, exhibited a special kind of greatness.
These stories about them remind us sharply that
there is, in addition to a courage with which men die,
a courage by which men must live. —Print Ed.
This influential report described science as "a largely
unexplored hinterland" that would provide the
"essential key" to the economic prosperity of the post
World War II years.
This text is aimed at the basic local government
management course (upper division or graduate)
that addresses the structural, political and
management issues associated with regional and
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metropolitan government. It also can complement
more specialized courses such as urban planning,
urban government, state and local politics, and
intergovernmental relations.
Lego robots! Mindstorms are sweeping the world
and fans need to learn how to programme them
Lego Mindstorms are a new generation of Lego
Robots that can be manipulated using
microcomputers, light and touch sensors, an infrared
transmitter and CD-ROMs. Since Lego launched
Lego Mindstorms in late 1998 sales have
skyrocketed - with no sign of slowing down.
Mindstorms have captured the imagination of adults
and children alike, creating a subculture of
Mindstorm enthusiasts around the world. The kits
are now a staple part of engineering and computer
science classes at many high profile Universities.
Building Robots with Lego Mindstorms provides
readers with a fundamental understanding of the
geometry, electronics, engineering, and
programming required to build your own robots.
Mario and Giulio Ferrari are world-renowned experts
in the field of Lego Mindstorms robotics, and in this
book they share their unrivaled knowledge and
expertise of robotics as well as provide a series of
chapters detailing how to design and build the most
exotic robots. Mario and Giulio also give detailed
explanations of how to integrate Lego Mindstorms
kits with other Lego programmable bricks such as
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Scout and Cybermaster, as well as with non-robotic
Lego Technics models.
Written by some of the leading international scholars
in the field, this book presents the current state-ofthe-art in knowledge management. The book offers a
strong response to the need for a body of scientific
knowledge on the understanding, managing and
measuring of knowledge in organizations and brings
an international perspective to bear on the issues
bridging theory and practice through case study
illustrations from Europe, Japan and American
companies.
This book had its nucleus in some lectures given by
one of us (J. O'M. B. ) in a course on
electrochemistry to students of energy conversion at
the University of Pennsylvania. It was there that he
met a number of people trained in chemistry,
physics, biology, metallurgy, and materials science,
all of whom wanted to know something about
electrochemistry. The concept of writing a book
about electrochemistry which could be understood
by people with very varied backgrounds was thereby
engendered. The lectures were recorded and written
up by Dr. Klaus Muller as a 293-page manuscript. At
a later stage, A. K. N. R. joined the effort; it was
decided to make a fresh start and to write a much
more comprehensive text. Of methods for direct
energy conversion, the electrochemical one is the
most advanced and seems the most likely to
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become of considerable practical importance. Thus,
conversion to electrochemically powered trans
portation systems appears to be an important step
by means of which the difficulties of air pollution and
the effects of an increasing concentration in the
atmosphere of carbon dioxide may be met.
Corrosion is recognized as having an
electrochemical basis. The synthesis of nylon now
contains an important electrochemical stage. Some
central biological mechanisms have been shown to
take place by means of electrochemical reactions. A
number of American organizations have recently
recommended greatly increased activity in training
and research in electrochemistry at universities in
the United States.
The Skill Builders help students prepare for the
specific skills and subjects tested on an exam. They
are designed to tutor students on every skill level,
from high school to graduate or professional school.
Keys are included to show students which chapters
to study for specific tests. REA’s United States
History Builder reviews all United States history
questions covered on standardized tests such as the
AP U.S. History, CLEP, GRE History, and the SAT II:
American History and Social Studies exams. Topics
covered range from the Colonial period to
Watergate, Carter, and the New Conservatism.
Emerging from a 1993 conference on airline labor
relations convened by the National Mediation Board,
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this volume provides a comprehensive discussion of
the problems facing the airline industry, the
significance of globalization, the impact of
deregulation and labor relations, and possible
solutions. "The lasting contribution of this volume
may be its use to historians as they try to understand
what the players were thinking in the early 1990s, as
the industry embarked on another era of
transformation." (from the introduction) Paper edition
(unseen), $18.95. Annotation copyright by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
The New Frontier: Man's Survival in the Sky outlines the
cause, effects and possible cures for problems that
involve flying. This book discusses the pressure of the
atmosphere; incidence, cause, and prevention of
decompression sickness; and altitude as a cause of
anoxia. The failure of the pressure cabin, principles of
protection from climatic stress, and conditioning of the
aircraft cabin are also deliberated. This text likewise
covers the measurement of the forces produced by flight,
physiological mechanisms involved in positive “g effects,
and health and hygiene in air travel. This publication is
intended for individuals interested in how man adapts to
strange, new, and exciting environments.
This is the first major response to the challenge of
neuroscience to religion. It considers eastern forms of
religious experience as well as Christian viewpoints and
challenges the idea of a mind identical to, or a byproduct of, brain activity. It explores religion as inner
experience of the Transcendent, and suggests a modern
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spirituality.
This book had its nucleus in some lectures given by one
ofus (J. O'M. B. ) in a course on electrochemistry to
students of energy conversion at the Vniversity of
Pennsylvania. It was there that he met a number of
people trained in chemistry, physics, biology, metallurgy,
and materials science, all ofwhom wanted to know
something about electrochemistry. The concept of writing
a book about electrochemistry wh ich could be
understood by people with very varied backgrounds was
thereby engendered. The lectures were recorded and
written up by Dr. Klaus Muller as a 293-page manuscript.
At a later stage, A. K. N. R. joined the effort; it was
decided to make a fresh start and to write a much more
comprehensive text. Of methods for direct energy
conversion, the electrochemical one is the most
advanced and seems the most likely to become of
considerable practical importanee. Thus, conversion to
electrochemically powered trans portation systems
appears to be an important step by means of which the
difficulties of air pollution and the effeets of an increasing
concentration in the atmosphere of carbon dioxide may
be met. Corrosion is recognized as having an
electroehemical basis. The synthesis of nylon now
contains an important electroehemical stage. Some
central biological mechanisms have been shown to take
place by means of electrochemical reactions. A number
of Ameriean organizations have recently recommended
greatly increased activity in training and research in
electrochemistry at universities in the Vnited States.
Presents the original report on poverty in America that
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led President Kennedy to initiate the federal poverty
program
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • In this urgent,
authoritative book, Bill Gates sets out a wide-ranging,
practical—and accessible—plan for how the world can get
to zero greenhouse gas emissions in time to avoid a
climate catastrophe. Bill Gates has spent a decade
investigating the causes and effects of climate change.
With the help of experts in the fields of physics,
chemistry, biology, engineering, political science, and
finance, he has focused on what must be done in order
to stop the planet's slide to certain environmental
disaster. In this book, he not only explains why we need
to work toward net-zero emissions of greenhouse gases,
but also details what we need to do to achieve this
profoundly important goal. He gives us a clear-eyed
description of the challenges we face. Drawing on his
understanding of innovation and what it takes to get new
ideas into the market, he describes the areas in which
technology is already helping to reduce emissions,
where and how the current technology can be made to
function more effectively, where breakthrough
technologies are needed, and who is working on these
essential innovations. Finally, he lays out a concrete,
practical plan for achieving the goal of zero
emissions—suggesting not only policies that governments
should adopt, but what we as individuals can do to keep
our government, our employers, and ourselves
accountable in this crucial enterprise. As Bill Gates
makes clear, achieving zero emissions will not be simple
or easy to do, but if we follow the plan he sets out here, it
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is a goal firmly within our reach.
Search computing, which has evolved from service
computing, focuses on building the answers to complex
search queries by interacting with a constellation of
cooperating search services, using the ranking and
joining of results as the dominant factors for service
composition. The field is multi-disciplinary in nature and
takes advantage of contributions from other research
areas such as knowledge representation, humancomputer interfaces, psychology, sociology, economics,
and legal sciences. This book, the second in the Search
Computing series, describes the evolution of theories,
technologies, and methods related to search computing.
The book has been divided into eight parts, reflecting the
main research directions within the Search Computing
project. The parts focus on: search as an information
exploration task; interaction design issues when dealing
with multi-domain search results; modeling and semantic
description of search services; the rank-join problem;
query processing techniques and architectures; tools and
mashups for application development; the application of
search computing to bio-informatics; and the exploitation
potentials of project results.
Looks at the operations of the International Space
Station from the perspective of the Houston flight control
team, under the leadership of NASA's flight directors,
who authored the book. The book provides insight into
the vast amount of time and energy that these teams
devote to the development, planning and integration of a
mission before it is executed. The passion and attention
to detail of the flight control team members, who are
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always ready to step up when things do not go well, is a
hallmark of NASA human spaceflight operations. With
tremendous support from the ISS program office and
engineering community, the flight control team has made
the International Space Station and the programs before
it a success.
New technologies are changing the way that tax
administrations, taxpayers and their advisers interact,
leading to a reduction in the compliance cost for
taxpayers, a level playing field for large and small
businesses, and fewer opportunities to engage in
aggressive tax practices. Although entering a new world
where processes are supported by machines inevitably
disrupts traditional ways of working, the contributors to
this indispensable book reveal the enormous potential of
‘tax technology’ to positively transform tax compliance,
clearly showing both government and business how to
manage the transition from the old to the new. With
detailed treatment of the technology available in the tax
field, the authors describe how to secure its benefits in
such ways as the following: electronic balance sheets
and invoices; automated transmission to tax authorities;
innovative analytics applications; blockchain in tax law
processes; process mining in VAT; real-time reporting
with cryptography; and meeting the challenges to
taxpayers’ rights to privacy and personal data
protection. The contributions draw on an international
conference held under the auspices of the Digital
Economy Taxation Network at the Vienna University of
Economics and Business in December 2020. The
perspective throughout focuses on how to achieve better
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tax compliance at a lower cost. For this reason, this fullscale, practical guide on how to adapt tax law to new
technologies and how to apply tax tech processes in
practice will be welcomed by tax practitioners, tax
administrations, and academics across the entire tax
community.
Why have so many central and inner cities in Europe,
North America and Australia been so radically revamped
in the last three decades, converting urban decay into
new chic? Will the process continue in the twenty-first
century or has it ended? What does this mean for the
people who live there? Can they do anything about it?
This book challenges conventional wisdom, which holds
gentrification to be the simple outcome of new middleclass tastes and a demand for urban living. It reveals
gentrification as part of a much larger shift in the political
economy and culture of the late twentieth century.
Documenting in gritty detail the conflicts that
gentrification brings to the new urban 'frontiers', the
author explores the interconnections of urban policy,
patterns of investment, eviction, and homelessness. The
failure of liberal urban policy and the end of the 1980s
financial boom have made the end-of-the-century city a
darker and more dangerous place. Public policy and the
private market are conspiring against minorities, working
people, the poor, and the homeless as never before. In
the emerging revanchist city, gentrification has become
part of this policy of revenge.
In this science fiction alternate history novel, what-if
Ronald Reagan became President in 1976 instead? He
continues with the moon landings, and declares that a
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moon base would be established, followed by a Mars
Base by 1989. The Soviets decide to up the ante by
building an interstellar starship, and send it on its way as
the US establishes a permanent presence on the Moon.
Terrorism rears its ugly head, which will forever change
American politics, but not the Space Race. The new
President of the United States has to pursue these
enemies of the U.S. to secure America's future. We
follow America's progress from Moon to Mars to an
eventual starship mission out of the solar system, where
unintended consequences of their actions affect not just
Earth, but the rest of the galaxy as well. Will they be able
to fix the timeline? Or, will their actions make things
worse? keywords: time travel, alternate timelines, soviet
union, united states, space travel, wormholes, aliens,
terrorism, moon landing, mars, nasa, apollo, space
shuttles
Integrated Design of Multiscale, Multifunctional Materials
and Products is the first of its type to consider not only
design of materials, but concurrent design of materials
and products. In other words, materials are not just
selected on the basis of properties, but the composition
and/or microstructure iw designed to satisfy specific
ranged sets of performance requirements. This book
presents the motivation for pursuing concurrent design of
materials and products, thoroughly discussing the details
of multiscale modeling and multilevel robust design and
provides details of the design methods/strategies along
with selected examples of designing material attributes
for specified system performance. It is intended as a
monograph to serve as a foundational reference for
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instructors of courses at the senior and introductory
graduate level in departments of materials science and
engineering, mechanical engineering, aerospace
engineering and civil engineering who are interested in
next generation systems-based design of materials. First
of its kind to consider not only design of materials, but
concurrent design of materials and products Treatment
of uncertainty via robust design of materials Integrates
the "materials by design approach" of Olson/Ques Tek
LLC with the "materials selection" approach of
Ashby/Granta Distinquishes the processes of concurrent
design of materials and products as an overall systems
design problem from the field of multiscale modeling
Systematic mathematical algorithms and methods are
introduced for robust design of materials, rather than ad
hoc heuristics--it is oriented towards a true systems
approach to design of materials and products
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE A new and eyeopening interpretation of the meaning of the frontier, from
early westward expansion to Trump’s border wall. Ever
since this nation’s inception, the idea of an open and
ever-expanding frontier has been central to American
identity. Symbolizing a future of endless promise, it was
the foundation of the United States’ belief in itself as an
exceptional nation – democratic, individualistic, forwardlooking. Today, though, America hasa new symbol: the
border wall. In The End of the Myth, acclaimed historian
Greg Grandin explores the meaning of the frontier
throughout the full sweep of U.S. history – from the
American Revolution to the War of 1898, the New Deal
to the election of 2016. For centuries, he shows,
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America’s constant expansion – fighting wars and
opening markets – served as a “gate of escape,” helping
to deflect domestic political and economic conflicts
outward. But this deflection meant that the country’s
problems, from racism to inequality, were never
confronted directly. And now, the combined catastrophe
of the 2008 financial meltdown and our unwinnable wars
in the Middle East have slammed this gate shut, bringing
political passions that had long been directed elsewhere
back home. It is this new reality, Grandin says, that
explains the rise of reactionary populism and racist
nationalism, the extreme anger and polarization that
catapulted Trump to the presidency. The border wall may
or may not be built, but it will survive as a rallying point,
an allegorical tombstone marking the end of American
exceptionalism.
Enlarged, enhanced and internationalized edition of the
firstrestoration ecology textbook to be published, with
foreword by Dr.Steven Whisnant of Texas A&M
University and Chair of theSociety of Ecological
Restoration. Since 2006, when the first edition of this
book appeared, majoradvances have taken place in
restoration science and in thepractice of ecological
restoration. Both are now accepted as keycomponents of
the increasingly urgent search for sustainability atglobal,
national, and community levels – hence the phrase'New
Frontier' in the title. While the first edition focused
onecosystems and landscapes in Europe, this new
edition covers biomesand contexts all over the world.
Several new chapters deal withbroad issues such as
biological invasions, climate change, andagricultural land
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abandonment as they relate to restoration scienceand
ecological restoration. Case studies are included
fromAustralia, North America, and the tropics. This is an
accessible textbook for senior undergraduate
andgraduate level students, and early career scientists.
The book alsoprovides a solid scientific background for
managers, volunteers,and mid-career professionals
involved in the practice of ecologicalrestoration. Review
of the first edition: "I suspect that this volume will find its
way onto the shelvesof many restoration researchers
and practitioners and will be usedas a key text in
graduate courses, where it will help fill a largevoid. My
own copy is already heavily bookmarked, and will be
aconstant source of research ideas and lecture
material."(Environmental Conservation) Companion
Website: A companion website with downloadable
figures is available at ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/va
nandel/restorationecology"www.wiley.com/go/vanandel/r
estorationecology/a
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